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Abstract: 

Robotic technologies have been strategically introduced into the architecture, engineering, 
&construction (AEC) fields. While this state-of-the-art technology is attracting students' unprecedented 
study interest, huge barriers of safety and operation remain in students' learning and collaborating with 
a real construction robot. Therefore, this project aims to develop an immersive virtual reality (VR) 
training system, allowing students to work collaboratively with construction robots and strengthening 
their understanding of robotic technologies. Firstly, a virtual prototype of the construction robot will be 
developed by Unity 3D. The regular workflow and basic human-computer interaction functions of 
construction robots will be developed and built into the Unity scene. Next, a BIM-based building 
prototype will be used as an open-ended proposition for students to explore. Basic interactive tasks in a 
VR-based training system will be designed for students, such as adjusting the position of wooden slats, 
checking the quality of robot construction, and assisting wooden rivet slats. To test the developed 
system, the project team will invite students to trial use the VR-based human-robot collaboration (HRC) 
training system, and to learn robotics and HRC knowledge from an immersive first-person perspective. 
In such a system, the students are allowed to optimize and modify the workflow of construction robots 
and develop a workflow for assisting workers. The project team will assist students in creating and 
evaluating the customized collaboration workflow after their self-exploring in HRC. Students' open and 
creative thinking will significantly promote human-oriented collaborative workflow design. If successful, 
the collaborative VR-based training system will enable students to work with virtual construction robots 
based on immersive perspective and be deployed in the teaching tasks of CA3188, CA3420, and CA3154. 
This gamification training system can also be extended to enable students to learn robotic technologies 
and human-robot collaboration in other subject areas. 
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